
Teacher of English (permanent) 
Information on the role, 
the School and the Trust



                     

The Stanway School is a popular and over-subscribed 11-16 school located in 
North-East Essex. We offer a modern learning environment with the latest facilities, 
including a brand new block opened just 5 years ago.

Dedicated to student success, Stanway consistently achieves positive Progress 8 
scores and boasts a team of dedicated and passionate teachers who empower 
students to thrive and confidently transition to their next step.

Ofsted recently rated us Good in all areas, highlighting our commitment to 
academic excellence and holistic development.

At Stanway, students don't just succeed in the classroom. We offer a diverse range 
of clubs catering to various interests, from sports to board games. We also provide 
exciting opportunities in music and drama, with regular performances and trips and 
visits for every year group. Through The Stanway Experience, all students have the 
chance to travel abroad, participate in residentials, and engage in various cultural 
events.

The Stanway
School
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Join a thriving school within the supportive Sigma Trust

Stanway School is seeking passionate and dedicated individuals to join our team. We 
offer a rewarding and collaborative environment where you can make a real difference 
in the lives of young people.

Benefits of working at Stanway:

● Be part of a supportive network: Stanway is a member of the Sigma Trust, a 
multi-academy trust in NE Essex. This offers you:

○ Collaboration and support: Learn from and share best practices with 
colleagues across the trust.

○ Increased career opportunities: Explore professional development and 
career progression within the wider trust network.

● Make a real impact: Contribute to the success of our students in a stimulating 
and nurturing learning environment.

We're seeking passionate individuals from all backgrounds 
to join our school community! 

The Sigma Trust is proud to be an equal opportunity 
workplace. We are committed to equal employment 
opportunities regardless of any protected characteristics. 
This is embedded in our vision ‘To Be Greater Than The 
Sum Of Its Parts’, where we believe we are strong and more 
successful working together, creating a workplace which 
celebrates diversity

Take a virtual tour 
of the school

Interested in learning more? We encourage you to reach out with any questions 
about the position or our school. You're also welcome to schedule a visit to meet our 
team and experience our vibrant learning environment firsthand.



Teacher of English
 The Sigma Trust is committed to safeguarding and protecting the children and young 
people that we work with.  As such, all posts are subject to safer recruitment process, 
including the disclosure of criminal records, online checks and other vetting checks. 
We ensure that we have a range of policies in place which promote safeguarding and 
safer working practice across our schools.

We are seeking to appoint a qualified, enthusiastic and organised teacher to work 
within a dynamic, supportive and successful team at The Stanway School.

Hours/Weeks:  Full-time or part-time considered

Pay: Main/Upper Pay Range

The start for this post is from 1st September 2024, the closing date for applications 

is: 9am, Wednesday 17th April, interviews will be held w/c 22nd April 2024

The role will involve:

● In consultation with the Head of Department, to plan, design and produce 
teaching materials and resources which are appropriate to age and ability 

● In accordance with scheme of work, plan, deliver and review lessons which are 
appropriate to the age and ability of the students so as to facilitate progression 
in students’ learning

● Assess, record and report on the development, progress and attainment of the 
students assigned to him or her 

● Manage the classroom and teaching equipment so as to create a positive 
learning environment which makes effective use of available resources.

We're looking for you if you have:

● Qualified Teacher Status
● A degree in the specialist subject
● The ability to teach great and inspiring lessons 
● Experience of supporting staff and students in maintaining high standards

(The full details can be found in the attached Job Outline and Role Specification).

What we can offer:

●An exciting opportunity to teach in a successful, oversubscribed school;
●A competitive salary;
●Employee benefits: Pension Scheme, Holiday Pay, Employee Assistance 

Programme, 2 INSET days in the Autumn term for opportunities to travel;;
●A full Continuous Professional Development Programme;
●Training and Support Opportunities through our membership of The Sigma Trust;
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Job Description           
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Person Specification
The Governors would like to appoint an inspirational Teacher who has the capacity 
to drive up standards of achievement and enjoyment. 

The ability to teach across a range of disciplines will be required. Excellent 
organisation and management skills are required as well as a commitment to 
developing the profile of the subject within the schools. We would also anticipate the 
successful candidate would join colleagues in a structured programme of CPD. 

The person appointment will be someone who: 

• Is appropriately qualified and has sound subject knowledge. 
• Enjoys working with young people. 

• Is a committed and enthusiastic teacher who sets high standards within the 
classroom. 

• Uses a variety of teaching strategies in order to meet the needs of all students. 

• Has sound behaviour management skills and discipline both inside and outside 
the classroom.

• Has the ability to motivate students, act as a role model and form good 
relationships with them. 

• Is innovative and dynamic. 

• Has the capacity to lead and manage a team of teachers. 

• Has the ability to establish and sustain effective working relationships with all 
colleagues. 

• Is able to communicate orally and in writing to students, parents, governors, 
staff and other members of the school community. 

• Will be generous in time and energy devoted to the job. 

• Has a sense of humour and equitable temperament. 

• Is in sympathy with and contributes to the philosophy, ethos and practices within 
the School and Trust. 

• Has an appropriate range of relevant experience in education. 

• Has a successful track record in teaching. 

• Has the ability to be prepared to monitor and evaluate the work of their staff. 

• Has the intellectual capacity and self confidence to generate, implement and 
sustain innovation and manage change. 

• Has the potential and ambition for further promotion. 
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